FRAMING BY DESIGN
Beautifully framed artwork can make an important contribution to a room, whether
making a bold statement about a whole space or simply enhancing an overall scheme.

Larson-Juhl UK is Britain’s leading
supplier of picture frames and
mouldings, offering the most
comprehensive range of framing
products in the market. With an
unparalleled choice of over 3,000
beautiful mouldings, more than
100 readymade frames, over 200
mountboard colours, plus a vast
selection of accessories, glazing
products, conservation framing
and storage items.
Larson-Juhl UK mouldings range from the
simple to elaborate, classic to contemporary,
wood, metal, natural materials, modern
finishes, with a rainbow of colours. New
products are launched every couple of months
and we are always looking to pick up on
current trends as well as lead the way when it
comes to innovation in framing.
As part of the global Larson-Juhl brand,
the UK team can access worldwide group
resources, the best in new product
development and great customer service,
which includes the provision of visuals or
samples for mood boards and a next day
delivery service along with competitive rates.
Larson-Juhl UK offers global expertise –
delivered locally.

ANVIL BY LARSON-JUHL SIGNATURE
Anvil offers a forged look, or the look of reclaimed metal. Much care has been taken to
also offer small hints of reflective light on the high spots to enhance the look of real metal.
Designed to pair with raw woods, the metal accents offer a hint of light and texture to simple
wood collections. The Oiled Steel finish has been toned to work well with black and white
photography and offer a new option to those who prefer not to use black.

LUNA BY LARSON-JUHL SIGNATURE
Made from lustrous layers of wood, the Luna collection
has a delicate foil finish inspired by the lunar landscape. Its
undulating surface plays with natural light to create a modern,
luminescent collection. Luna’s three finishes in silver, gold and
bronze feature rich melted tones with a wood furniture accent
– reminiscent of the golden age of space exploration.

EIFFEL
BY LARSON-JUHL
SIGNATURE
Taking inspiration
from the iconic
Parisian landmark,
the Eiffel collection
has a metallic finish
that mimics the
wrought iron material
used to construct
the tower, while the
profile’s texture is
reminiscent of its
lattice pattern. Eiffel
is available in four
shimmering shades:
silver, pewter, gold
and bronze.

ANGUS BY LARSON-JUHL SIGNATURE
Raw materials from Tuscany have been sourced to make the Italian-inspired Angus moulding range. The faux leather look and
feel give a stunning appearance. Available in Dutch black, with subtle burgundy highlights, antique brown, giving an aged feel,
and Cognac with its hand finished and tanned look. These exciting profiles offer an array of possibilities for artefacts, fine art
canvases and photography. The materials have been stained and embossed to enhance their appearance and all three finishes
reflect the light to show off a beautiful wax finish.

TOUCHSTONE BY LARSONJUHL COLLECTIONS
The Touchstone collection takes
its inspiration from the trend for
concrete furnishings, delivering
a subtle urban style to whatever
artwork it surrounds. With its
modern look and feel, the three
elements that make this range
particularly special are its grey
colour selections, texture and
distinctive dappled effect.

TOUCHOXIDE BY
LARSON-JUHL COLLECTIONS
With modern trends moving into
more perfectly imperfect décor, and
an appetite for urban style, the rustic
colour of this collection works with
all types of artwork. It is produced
through an intricate three-layer
lamination process – firstly the rich
colour, next a beautiful dappled
effect and the third is the glorious
textures. Together, these create the
look of rustic metal in a bold and
confident colour.

TOUCHWOOD BY LARSON-JUHL COLLECTIONS
Our Touchwood collection provides a selection of products with a natural veneered
finish in wenge, walnut, oak, maple and beech. The collection is split into four ranges:
• Art – comprised of simple, everyday mouldings
• Interiors – cutting edge profiles designed to appeal to interior designers
• Floats/Spacers – float mouldings and spacers for canvases
• Unique – an unusual and original mix of veneers and finishes.
The collection gives the opportunity to capture the fashionable ‘unfinished’ or Nordic
look but with none of the challenges associated with working in solid wood mouldings.

CLARITY
Clarity by Larson-Juhl is a
specifically manufactured
glass for use in picture
frames. The anti-reflective
properties of Clarity reduce
unwanted reflections – clearly
showcasing all colours without
any distortions. Clarity is an
immediate contender for use
in displays requiring museum
quality or art glass, where items
or exhibits are required to be
shown in optimum conditions.
Available in three sizes; 800 x
1100 mm, 915 x 1220 mm and
1100 x 1600 mm, also available
with 99% UV filtering
visit www.larsonjuhl.co.uk
for further details.

MOUNTBOARD
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Larson-Juhl has a huge selection
of mountboards in a variety of
styles and colours, including its
linen and suedette collection.
The material based boards are
available in a selection of seven
linen-look colours along with ten
suedette colours including – blue
(Bermuda) and brown (mink) –
giving a unique textured finish to
artwork.

RANGE
www.larsonjuhl.co.uk lists the biggest
collection of frames and mountboards
in the UK as well as an interesting
range of accessories and extras such
as Clarity glass.

Larson-Juhl can provide:
• Visuals or samples for mood boards
• Excellent sample service
• Next day delivery service
• Competitive rates.

For further information about
Larson-Juhl and all of our products,
visit our website www.larsonjuhl.co.uk
call our UK customer services team on
01234852777 or email sales@larsonjuhl.
co.uk or our export team on +44 1234
846307 or email export@larsonjuhl.co.uk
who will be very happy to help you.
larsonjuhl.co.uk

